BIPOC Connection is a safe space for students to reflect, share personal experiences and address topics relating to racism, identity and mental health.

"Being a BIPOC Student at Wes can feel isolating at times" BIPOC Connection helps build connections and develop community through discussions and activities.

Bi-Weekly Meetings on Thursdays 12pm-1pm

The Resource Center 167 High Street

Join BIPOC Connection by stopping in for any of our meetings. Each meeting will have a different topic.

MEETINGS WILL BE HELD ON:

- FEB 2nd & 16th
- MARCH 2nd & 30th
- APRIL 13th and 27th
- MAY 11th

Spring 2023 Dates

EMAIL US AT:

- TENIKA CAMPBELL- tcampbell01@wesleyan.edu
- NEAL SARDANA- nsardana@wesleyan.edu